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at stake -- and where love wins the day. The

there was also Trevelyan, a secretive, brooding

Duchess Claire Willoughby risked losing millions

man who lived in Bramley's ancient halls.

in her inheritance if, as decreed by her

Whoever he was, he wasn't at all like Harry:

grandfather, she did not wed an "acceptable"

Trevelyan was the most exasperating, arrogant,

man. Harry Montgomery, the eleventh Duke of

know-it-all of a man Claire had ever met. And the

MacArran, seemed perfect. He owned a historic

most fascinating...

castle, he looked manly in a kilt, and he was as

Remembrance Jude Deveraux 2012-12-11

much a titled Scotsman as Bonnie Prince Charlie

Bestselling romance writer Hayden Lane has

himself. Their engagement announced, Claire's

never been so obsessed with one of her fictional

future as a duchess was assured -- and she set

heroes before so entranced that she barely

off with her family to meet the Montgomery clan

notices when her fiancé breaks their engagement.

in Scotland. Bramley Castle was a damp, chill

Desperate to discover more about him,she visits

place, overþowing with eccentric relatives. But

a psychic who tells har that in a past life, Hayden
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was Lady de Grey, a promiscuous woman of

Moonlight in the Morning Jude Deveraux

Edwardian England whose ghost is said to haunt

2014-07-17 In an all-new trilogy set in blissful

her husband's home. Warned not to investigate

Edilean, Virginia, Jude Deveraux weaves together

further, Hayden is more intrigued than ever and

the tales of three young women, best friends

can't resist being subject to a hypnotist's magic.

since college, and the lives, loves, and dreams

But the trick goes wrong, and instead of merely

that await them. Sparks are flying between Jecca

remembering her past as Lady de Grey, Hayden

Layton and Dr. Tristan Aldredge. At the urging of

is livingit right down to her too-tight corset. Now,

her dear friend Kim, Jecca put the ruthless New

Hayden will discover quite a different story about

York City art world on hold to spend the summer

a woman history considered a trollop, a

pursuing her passion for painting while enjoying

spectacular, brooding man, and the rapturous

Edilean's tightly knit artistic community. For years,

love that would be hers if she dared open her

Kim's cousin Tris-the town's handsome and

heart to the most mysterious adventure of all....

dedicated doctor-felt a deep connection to Kim's
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college "sister" Jecca, though they had met only

by an odd dizzy spell. When she came to, Kady

once before; now, Jecca is swept off her feet by

was in the dusty western town of Legend,

this strong, sensitive man in a summer of sensual

Colorado -- where a hanging was about to

delights. But when long shadows announce

commence! With quick wits and more than a little

Jecca's return to "real life" and the big city, the

moxie, Kady halts the proceedings, much to the

lovers must decide: Can they survive the

relief of one Cole Jordan, a tall, thankful, and

distance? And who will sacrifice the life they've

very appealing man. Now it's Kady's turn to enlist

created for themselves to be together?

his help to find a way back home. But before

Legend Jude Deveraux 2012-10-23 Her wedding

long, Kady discovers a passion that she knows

fast approaching, celebrated chef Kady Long

can only live in Legend -- until Cole reveals a

knew she was the luckiest woman alive...until she

secret that unites them in a way Kady never

slipped into a delicate satin wedding dress she

could have imagined.

found in an antique flour tin and was overcome

The Girl From Summer Hill Jude Deveraux
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2016-05-03 The Girl From Summer Hill is a

and owner of Tattwell, doesn't need on a

dazzling novel from New York Times bestselling

bittersweet trip to his ancestral home is a woman

author Jude Deveraux, set in Summer Hill, a

spying on him. His anger, which looks so good on

small town where love takes center stage against

the screen, makes a bad first impression on

the backdrop of Jane Austen's Pride and

Casey - and she lets him know it. The plot

Prejudice. Enter Elizabeth Bennet. Chef Casey

thickens. Sparks fly when Casey is recruited to

Reddick has had it up to here with men. Arriving

play Elizabeth Bennet opposite Tate's Mr. Darcy

in the charming town of Summer Hill, Virginia,

in a stage adaptation of Pride and Prejudice. As

peace and quiet on the picturesque Tattwell

they spar on and off stage, Casey begins to think

plantation is just what she needs. But the

she's been too quick to judge. But then Tate's

tranquillity is broken one morning when she sees

handsome ex-brother-in-law, Devlin Haines, who

a gorgeous naked man on her porch. Enter Mr.

is playing Wickham, tells Casey some horrifying

Darcy. What Tate Landers, Hollywood heartthrob

stories about the man she's falling for. Casey
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needs to figure out who to believe. Is the intense,

beautiful, a warrior princess. Her destiny was to

undeniable chemistry between her and Tate real,

love him. But when first they met, it was not as

or is this just a performance that ends when the

princess and king—it was as man and woman

curtain falls? Jude Deveraux. Love stories to

only, consumed by a passion so sudden, so deep

enchant you. For more gorgeous romance, don't

that the very world exploded with one kiss. Only

miss the Nantucket Brides trilogy: True Love, For

later, with his touch still burning on her lips, did

All Time and Ever After.

Jura discover that the knight of her secret tryst

The Maiden Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01 The New

had been none other than the hated Prince

York Times bestselling author of The Mulberry

Rowan. Rowan, who had returned from far-away

Tree weaves a dazzling historical romance about

England to usurp her brother’s throne...Rowan,

two royal enemies who cannot fight the passion

who vowed to unite the wild clans under his rule.

between them. He was wise, strong, and brave.

Furious, Jura swore her enmity to the golden-

His destiny was to be king. She was young and

haired prince whose glorious visage tormented
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her days and haunted her nights. But nothing

suitors at home in Virginia, waiting to fulfill her

would stop Rowan from ruling over the warring

dream of marriage and family. But Cay’s

tribes...and nothing would stop him from winning

adventurous spirit, fostered by growing up with

the fierce and lovely Jura as his bride, his Queen,

her three brothers, is piqued while visiting her

his love....

godfather in South Carolina. Bedridden with a

The Scent of Jasmine Jude Deveraux 2010-12-28

broken leg, he asks Cay to fill in for him on an

When fulfilling a favor for her godfather puts

urgent task: on her way to a fancy dress ball, she

Catherine Edilean Harcourt in danger, the

must deliver a packed horse to an old friend’s

southern bell must decide if trusting an alleged,

son—who also happens to be an escaped convict

yet attractive, convict will be the best or worst

charged with murdering his wife! Cay agrees to

decision she’s ever made. Charleston, 1799. A

the plan, which doesn’t’ go at all as planned…

daughter of Southern gentility and a gifted

whereupon she finds herself fleeing Alexander

painter, Catherine Edilean Harcourt has no lack of

McDowell’s captors, riding blind into the night with
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the fugitive Scotsman. Through she should fear

rich historical detail with sumptuous romance in

him, Cay finds herself overwhelmingly attracted to

her latest novel--a dazzling feast of romantic

Alex, and drawn into his tale of misguided justice

fiction.... Young Bess Hardwick knew that the only

and his innocence as they seek refuge in the

way to escape a commoner's life was to serve in

steamy Florida everglades. Will trusting him be

a noble family and marry well. So the headstrong

the worst mistake of her life? Or will falling in love

beauty set out for London and the Tudor court,

be the salvation both of them have been looking

the arena for the richest, most ambitious men,

for?

none more powerful than the four men who would

A Woman of Passion Virginia Henley 2009-07-29

claim her. None more dangerous than Princess

Sweeping us into glittering, intrigue-riddled

Elizabeth, who made Bess friend, confidante,

Elizabethan England, bringing to vivid life an

then lady-in-waiting in her own glittering court...

actual heroine in the queen's court, New York

Dangerously seductive, William Cavendish, the

Times bestselling author Virginia Henley blends

king's dashing financial adviser, vowed to have
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Bess at any cost. Frail, adoring Robert Barlow

altar, the first touch of their hands ignited an all-

offered a marriage she couldn't refuse. Newly

consuming passion. Gavin Montgomery looked

crowned Queen Elizabeth bade her marry courtly

deep into her golden eyes and burned with desire

Sir William St. Loe. But reckless passion drove

for her...but his heart had been pledged to

Bess into the arms of George Talbot, the

another. Humiliated and alone in a strange castle,

devastating Earl of Shrewsbury, whose wicked

Judith resolved to hate this husband who took her

daring ignited in Bess the passion of a lifetime--

body, but rejected her love...never admitting her

even as it sparked the jealous interest of the

fear of losing him. But destiny held another fate

most perilous ally of all: the Virgin Queen....

for Judith...a fate that would keep at last...The

The Velvet Promise Jude Deveraux 1991-01-01

Velvet Promise.

All of England rejoiced on her wedding day. But

River Lady Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01 Jude

Judith vowed that her husband would get only

Deveraux portrays the power of a woman set on

what he took from her! At the flower-bedecked

a bold course for true love—and the glory of

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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fulfilling a magnificent promise. Handsome

2006-01 New York Times bestseller Jude

plantation owner Wesley Stanford would barely

Deveraux has put two stories of forbidden love

recall the poverty-stricken young girl named Leah

and magical redemption into one special

Simmons who adored him from afar years ago.

collection.

Now, in an unexpected twist of fate—a chance

Return to Summerhouse Jude Deveraux

encounter on the Virginia riverfront—he will

2008-06-17 With her shining gift for “exquisite

become Leah's reluctant husband. Determined to

and enchanting” (Bookpage) storytelling, Jude

forge a new life in untamed Kentucky, Wesley

Deveraux sweeps readers away in a breathtaking

discovers that the bride he hopes to abandon is

follow-up to her beloved New York Times

passionate, proud, and brave—and may be the

bestseller, The Summerhouse—where a

woman he cannot live without.

marvelous new adventure awaits. Magic most

Velvet angel Jude Deveraux

definitely resides in the Maine summerhouse

Velvet Song; Velvet Angel Jude Deveraux

where the mysterious Madame Zoya has granted
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the innermost wishes of its visitors. Now, three

await each of them, will stepping back in time

women have come to this special place with one

bring the women the happy endings they seek?

thing in common: a painful past they would each

Velvet Angel Jude Deveraux 1990-06 She came

like to rewrite. Amy, who hides a heartbreaking

to him as a precious gift, a naked angel rolled in

loss behind her seemingly perfect marriage and

a rug. Once he gazed into her green eyes, saw

family...Faith, a widow in her thirties whose

her tangle of honey blonde hair, he was undone

deepest grief is for a man from years ago...and

with passion. Elizabeth would never surrender.

Zoe, an artist shunned by her hometown for

He was a hated Montgomery -- she was a

reasons she doesn’t know, after a traumatic night

Chatworth -- and the blood war between their

erased her memory. With their mystical powers,

families raged on, a wildfire of rape, murder, and

Madame Zoya and her sister Primrose are about

betrayal. Elizabeth vowed to fight the handsome

to transport the trio to eighteenth-century England

lord, to resist the burning desire in his eyes -- no

to alter Amy’s ancestry. But although surprises

matter how great the temptation.

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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Mountain Laurel Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01

Singing Duchess—as Maddie was called—didn’t

Bestselling author Jude Deveraux spins a

scare easily. And she didn’t intend to explain her

rollicking story of a mismatched couple who

reasons for coming West to any high and mighty

unearth a sparkling, irresistible passion across the

soldier. Captain Montgomery might be smart

rugged West! Captain Ring Montgomery was

enough to figure out that she was no European

handsome, a skilled rider, a crack shot, popular

duchess, and gentleman enough not to take

with the men and their ladies. That was reason

advantage of her. But he’d have to go on thinking

enough for a jealous, surly colonel to saddle

she had some insane desire to sing opera to a

Montgomery with a most peculiar assignment: to

bunch of ragtag miners—for she didn’t dare trust

escort an opera singer into the Colorado gold

him with the truth…

fields. Ring’s plan was to scare the little lady

Eternity Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01 The ninth

enough so that she’d hightail it for home. After

captivating historical romance in the Montgomery

all, a Civil War was brewing! But LaReina, The

series from New York Times bestselling author

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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Jude Deveraux. Carrie Montgomery had grown up

his son and daughter believed she was a fairy

with seven adoring older brothers, and she was

princess come to life. He was furious—and ready

used to getting her way rather easily. Joshua

to send her packing, until a near tragedy

Greene was only looking for a hardworking,

convinced him that her beauty was more than

practical mail-order bride to help with the farm

skin-deep. But even after he had yielded to the

and feed and clothe his children. Yet from the

wild desire that surged between them, Josh could

moment Carrie saw his photograph, saw his

not admit how much he truly needed her. Then

devastatingly handsome, sorrowful smile, the

an old scandal threatened to re-emerge, and he

petite and pampered beauty knew she was the

realized that he could lose her forever....

perfect wife for him. Josh didn't see it that way.

Sweet Liar Jude Deveraux 2012-12-11 It was her

Wed by proxy, he refused to be charmed by his

father's dying wish that Samantha Elliot search

new bride's blond curls and effervescent laughter,

for her grandmother, who'd disappeared from

or impressed by her trappings of wealth...even if

Louisville when she was a baby. So here she

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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was, in big, dirty New York City...her parents

the dangerous truth about a bloody spring night in

were dead, her divorce was final, and she was all

1928, and a seductive blues singer named

alone.... Michael Taggert was Samantha's

Maxie....

landlord, and he was easily the most beautiful

Bad Attitude Sherrilyn Kenyon 2005-09-13 BAD

man she'd ever seen. He was charming, too -- his

agent Sydney Westbrook must find the perfect

zest for life was so contagious that in his

sniper for a risky counter-terrorism mission. J.D.

presence Sam bloomed like a flower after the

Steele, a military sniper whose attitude problem

rain. Yet Mike could only get so far with her --

landed him in prison, seems a good candidate.

when he tried to get closer, it was like running

But as they're dragged into a secret world of

into a brick wall. But Mike wouldn't give up. As

freelance killers, Sydney begins to discover the

they probed her grandmother's past, he was

man of honor and passion beneath Steele's

slowly uncovering the joy and affection Samantha

arrogant façade. It's a man even Steele didn't

had buried long ago -- and leading them closer to

know he could be -- and a man whose mission

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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will risk the life of the only woman he's ever

And how soon -- even as a blood feud raged

loved...

between the Montgomerys and the Chatworths,

Velvet Song Jude Deveraux 2003-08-22 They

as angry swords clattered in the name of family

were both outcasts by a harsh decree -- and on

honor -- one woman's love would make all the

the brink of a shared destiny of passion! With her

difference...one woman's love would inflame a

father murdered, her home burned, lovely Alyx

hero's passion, touch a king's pity, and raise a

Blackelt fled to the woods -- and sanctuary in the

song of praise in every English heart.

camp of Raine Montgomery, a nobleman

Velvet Angel Jude Deveraux 1991-01-01 She

outlawed by the king's edict. There she hid her

came to him as a precious gift, a naked angel

beauty in the guise of a boy, and her sorrow in

rolled in a rug. Once he gazed into her green

her work as Montgomery's squire. But how long

eyes, saw her tangle of honey blonde hair, he

could such loveliness as hers be hidden? How

was undone with passion. Elizabeth would never

long could such a gallant man's desires be blind?

surrender. He was a hated Montgomery -- she

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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was a Chatworth -- and the blood war between

pilfered gold. What he doesn't realise is that one

their families raged on, a wildfire of rape, murder,

of the trunks on the wagon actually contains

and betrayal. Elizabeth vowed to fight the

Edilean, and he finds himself accused of

handsome lord, to resist the burning desire in his

kidnapping and theft. To avoid prosecution, the

eyes -- no matter how great the temptation.

two of them board a ship to America and, during

Days of Gold Jude Deveraux 2011-07-07 When

the course of the voyage, fall in love. But when

the young heiress Edilean Talbot turns up at her

they do arrive in the new country, Edilean is

uncle's castle in Scotland, she may easily win

forced to return home by her fortune-hunting

over the members of the local clans with her

fiancé and the two lovers must endure a long

great beauty and charm, but Laird Angus McTern

separation. In the end, Edilean and Angus

is not so easily impressed. However, when

overcome every obstacle standing in their way,

Edilean's inheritance is stolen from her, Angus

and they can finally begin their life together.

swallows his pride and sets off to recapture the

An Angel For Emily Jude Deveraux 2012-12-11
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Emily Jane Todd has just found her guardian

only rescue Emily has in mind is her upcoming

angel. Actually, the small-town librarian had just

marriage, and she's ready to bid her most

been stood up by her fiancé when she ran into

attractive angel good-bye. But when he lets slip

the errant angel with her car. And while he

that he also looks at souls - and hers is a rare

appears to be unscathed, "Michael" continues to

beauty - Emily's ready to risk heaven in his arms.

insist that his pedigree is quite legitimate. Emily

Their journey will break every angelic and earthly

just hopes his brain hasn't been scrambled in the

rule before it yields her one wish: a love divine.

accident; besides, she's not inclined to believe

Someone to Love Jude Deveraux 2007-12-26 Still

that an angel could be so dangerously sexy. Yet

grieving three years after his fiancée's mysterious

Michael quickly reveals the most astounding

suicide, Jace Montgomery discovers a clue about

things about her, and makes her laugh in a way

her death that leads him to purchase an English

she never has before. What's more, he declares

fortress, where he encounters a headstrong ghost

that he's been sent to save her. At this point, the

who died under similar circumstances. By the

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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author of First Impressions. Reprint.

And still she would deny him. But while clan

Highland Velvet Jude Deveraux 2003-08-27 Jude

fought clan, while brother took up sword against

Deveraux steps back to a time and place where

brother, and the highlands ran with blood—their

revenge and rivalry rule men's hearts—and love

destiny was made...and this mighty warrior

conquers all—in this wonderful Montgomery novel.

pledged himself to his woman's pride, her honor

Bronwyn MacArran was a proud Scot. Stephen

and her name—and made of their love a torch to

Montgomery was one of the hated English. He

burn through the ages!

came to Scotland as a conqueror, saw her beauty

For All Time Jude Deveraux 2014-07-01 NEW

and was vanquished. But still she would abhor

YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jude Deveraux

him. She owned a temper hot enough to forge

returns to the magnificent, sunny island in For All

the armors of battle or inflame a valiant soldier's

Time, the second novel in her Nantucket Brides

passion. Yet still she would resist him. She

trilogy—this time featuring the next generation of

became his reason to live, his reason to love.

her beloved family of Montgomery-Taggerts. The

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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wedding of Alix Madsen and Jared Montgomery is

there is no possible way that they can ever be

a glorious affair at an elegant little chapel in the

together, for he is heir to the Lanconian throne

woods, followed by dinner and dancing, all while

and is to marry a noble woman who has been

moonlight blankets the festivities in a romantic

chosen for him. Yet, intrigued by Toby, he asks

glow. While most guests are fixed on the happy

her to help him hide on Nantucket for a week

couple, Jared’s cousin Graydon can’t look away

away from regal responsibilities. In exchange,

from a bridesmaid, Toby Wyndam. It’s not just

he’ll assist her with planning acclaimed novelist

her quiet beauty that enthralls him or the way she

Victoria Madsen’s lavish wedding. Since they

makes him laugh. Toby possesses the truly

both know their union is impossible, the pair

remarkable ability of being able to distinguish

promises that they will never be more than just

Graydon from his identical twin brother, Rory.

friends. But there’s more going on between

According to family legend, such a gift marks her

Graydon and Toby than her unique power to tell

as Graydon’s True Love. But Graydon knows

him apart from his twin. At work are forces

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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beyond their control, which are ruled by time

captures your imagination from the start and

itself. Combine that with the magical island of

keeps hold till the very last page.”—Fresh Fiction

Nantucket, and a seductive spell is cast over

“A beautifully written story with a refreshing old-

Graydon and Toby. If they are to be together,

romance feel . . . Fans of Deveraux will be

they must change what once was, as well as

delighted, while new readers will fall in love with

what will be. BONUS: This edition includes an

her signature writing style.”—RT Book Reviews

excerpt from Jude Deveraux's Ever After. Praise

“A charming tale.”—Library Journal “Engrossing .

for Jude Deveraux and For All Time “Jude

. . [a] romance that transcends time.”—Kirkus

Deveraux is an amazing author, and her

Reviews

Nantucket Brides series will sweep you away.”

Judith Jude Deveraux 1981-03 "All of England

—Susan Mallery “Jude Deveraux takes us to a

rejoiced at the marriage of Gavin Montgomery to

place where dreams are made. . . . For All Time

the heiress Judith--all except Judith herself. At the

is a page-turning time-travel romance that

altar, Gavin looked deep into his bride's eyes and

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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burned with desire for her ... but his heart had

centuries ago--a passionate affair begins.

been pledged to another. Alone in a strange

Just Curious Jude Deveraux 2012-11-27 New

castle, Judith resolved to hate this husband who

York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux’s

took her body but rejected her love ... though she

charming Christmas novella is now available as

would never admit her fear of losing him. But

an eBook. In the snow-covered hills of Virginia, a

destiny held another fate for Judith--a fate more

young widow finds that miracles really do come in

thrilling than she had ever dreamed, and a love

the least expected packages. First appearing as a

that would last a lifetime."--Page 4 of cover.

short story in the anthology Simple Gifts, this

A Knight in Shining Armor Jude Deveraux

festive eBook is now available on its own at an

2012-03-27 Abandoned by her lover after a

unbeatable price—perfect for new and old fans

quarrel, Dougless Montgomery is stranded in rural

alike.

England, but with the sudden appearance of

Always Jude Deveraux 2004-11-01 Darci has

Nicholas Stafford, Earl of Thornwyck--who died

never given up searching for her kidnapped

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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husband, Adam Montgomery. But her quest has

to solve? And will a showdown with a wicked

taken her deeper into the world of psychic

force from the past hold her hostage...for all

phenomena than she ever dreamed -- or dared to

eternity?

go. When the FBI enlists her help in locating the

Wishes Jude Deveraux 2010-05-25 Shy, sweet

missing father of undercover agent Jack Rose,

Nellie Grayson frees herself from the burdens

Darci signs on for the covert operation, not

placed on her by her demanding father and sister

knowing that her attraction to handsome, sexy

and is finally able to open herself to love with a

Jack is about to lead her into deadly territory --

little help from a very unconventional fairy

and into an era long past. For Jack has a

godmother.

protector, a mysterious nineteenth-century lady

Lost Lady Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01 Jude

who pulls them into a time and place where Darci

Deveraux touches the heart with this captivating

is stripped of her abilities. Can she find the key

novel of unexpected passion, adventure, and

that links to the modern-day crimes she's set out

second chances. Forsaken by her guardian and

velvet-angel-jude-deveraux
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narrowly escaping marriage to a money-hungry

book of a thrilling new trilogy, Cole introduces the

suitor, Regan flees Weston Manor, the only home

MacCarrickbrothers, three fierce Scots with

she's ever known, determined to rule her own

dangerous lives, dark desires, and a deadlycurse.

destiny. When Travis Stanford, a big, rugged

Original.

American, finds Regan on London's docks, he

The Raider Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01 Jude

vows to protect her—unaware of the magnificent,

Deveraux continues her beloved Montgomery

iron-willed beauty she would become, or the

saga in America with this dramatic, passion-filled

dangerous, passion-filled future that awaited them

tale of rebellion and love—a breathtaking

both. From England's bawdy wharves to Virginia's

adventure to be savored all over again—or

elegant mansions, their love was kindled by

discovered for the first time! In colonial New

chance, and flamed by the thrilling pursuit of

England, the British are hunting a fearless,

unknown tomorrows.

masked patriot whose daring foils them at every

If You Dare Kresley Cole 2007-03-27 In this first

turn. He's known simply as the Raider. Jessica
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Taggert, a proud-tempered beauty, thrills to the

of mistaken identity when she is kidnapped by

Raider's scorching midnight embrace, but

mistake and swept across turbulent seas to

despises Alexander Montgomery, the drunken

eighteenth century Virginia. There, she discovers

town buffoon. In truth, the cleverly disguised

the lush lands, rolling rivers, and astonishing

Montgomery lives two lives...and only his triumph

plantations—and Clayton Armstrong, who awaited

over the hated Redcoats will free him, at last, to

his English bride. What does their future have in

know the full pleasure of Jessica's love.

store for them now that fate has changed their

Counterfeit Lady Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01

plans forever?

Return to the New York Times bestselling Jude

Scarlet Nights Jude Deveraux 2012-07-05 What if

Deveraux’s James River series with this

you learned that your fiancé was not who he

passionate, enchanting, and breathtaking

claimed to be? Engaged to charming, seductive

romance classic! Nicole Courtalain—a passionate

Greg Anders, Sara Shaw is happily anticipating

French beauty—finds herself the victim of a case

her wedding in Edilean, Virginia. The date has
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been set, the flowers ordered; even her heirloom

has connections to Edilean dating back to his

dress is ready. But just three weeks before the

grandmother's time there in 1941, but he's

wedding, Greg gets a call during the night and

worked hard to keep them private. As Mike and

leaves without explanation. Two days later a

Sara get to know each other, he can't help but

strange man turns up at her apartment . . . Mike

share secrets that he's told no one else. And in

Newland is an undercover detective. His

return, Sara opens up to Mike about things she

assignment is to use Sara to track down a

could never reveal to Greg. As they work together

woman who is one of the most notorious

to solve two mysteries, will Mike and Sara's

criminals in the country, and who also happens to

growing love for each other be enough to heal

be the mother of the man Sara plans to marry.

the wounds of the past?

Mike thinks the job will be easy - if he can figure

The Black Lyon Jude Deveraux 2011-11-29 A

out how to make Sara trust him. But Mike has no

Classic Love Story of a Fearless Lordand the

idea what this mission has in store for him. He

Woman Who Tamed Him Darkly handsome and
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rich beyond imagining, the boldEnglish conqueror

The Velvet Quartet Jude Deveraux 2003 The

was called “the Black Lyon” for hislionlike

passionate adventures of the Montgomery men

ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or

and their loves come together in the four novels

women . . . until he met Lyonene, the green-

of Jude Deveraux's classic Velvet series.

eyedbeauty whose fiery spirit equaled his own.

Highland Velvet Jude Deveraux 2013-03-02

Through a whirlwind romance andstormy

The Invitation Jude Deveraux 1994-01-01 The

marriage, she endured every perilto be by his

New York Times bestselling author of Wishes

side, until vicious lies andjealousy drove her into

weaves a moving and charming novel of a

danger. Now only the fierce Black Lyon cansave

daredevil woman who returns to Colorado for a

her—for he alone has thecourage to destroy the

new life…and a new love. Jackie O’Neill is a

ruthlessplot threatening to shatterthe bond of love

daredevil pilot and a true American heroine—the

theLyon and his ladyvowed would neverbe broken

type of woman so beautiful men stopped in their

...

tracks to watch her walk down the street. After
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years of nonstop excitement—traveling around the

Bestselling author Jude Deveraux surrounds a

globe in a chaotic rags-to-riches-to-rags whirl with

regal heroine with the intrigue and excitement of

her late husband, Charley—Jackie has returned to

a forbidden love in this lush, romantic tale of

Eternity, Colorado, near her hometown. She

adventure and passion. Her name is Aria...a

wants to put down roots, start a business, maybe

beautiful, arrogant princess from a small

someday fall in love again. But she never

European kingdom. Stranded in a storm of

dreamed that the man who might make all her

intrigue near the Florida Keys, she is swept

wishes come true is William Montgomery...little

ashore and into the arms of dashing J.T.

Billy, the lovesick boy who dogged her every step

Montgomery, an officer of the United States Navy.

when she was a teenager...little Billy, who was

Disdainful at first, Aria is secretly tantalized by the

now definitely a man, handsome, sexy, rich, and

handsome Lieutenant’s brash independence...and

still madly in love with Jackie O’Neill.

beneath her proud reserve, J.T. discovers a

The Princess Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01

woman of sensuous fire. To escape her enemies,
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they return to her royal domain—with Aria posing

succeeds, Aria will have to choose—between the

as an American bride. But if their daring charade

kingdom she was born to rule, and the man she
was destined to love…
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